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Operating information systemsnd services. 4

Conducting leadership development and training programs
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INTRODUCTION

Behavioral objectives are an important
Part of the CPSS proCess and your new guid-
ance prbgram. They are statements that
specify explicitly what people are expected
to be able to do after participating in a

_career development activity. The perfor-
mance that they require is observable.
Therefore, behavioral objectives and their
rate of achievement can contribute to
program accountability by making it pos-
sible to assess the effectiveness of your
new program.

Later on in CPSS, behavioral objectives
Will be written for every goal selected for
imple'mentation in your new program. They

will be writtenFbffr development unit
instructors, 144 the instructors-will rely '

heavily on )40,nr!exilertise concerning be-
havioral

the instr tors
havioral o4vjectiva$. You proAtI will be

V
about behaviO objectives and may well
find it practi*to first.make a presentation
to thf grotip`,0,insfructors as a whole. 'Later
you4nayivifikindividually with instructors. _

Br4nstetritifi4 techniques are provided in ,
the APpindix of this guide in the hope they
may be helpful to yobin your work with
instructors.

;"Although work with behavioral objec-
tives will not take place until CDU produc-
tion, it is important that you begin now to
become expert at writing them. Your pro-
tedures begin on the next page.

6
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PROCEDURES

Step 1 Car'efully work youi way through the Manual for Writing Behavioral Objctives until you
thoroughly understand behavioral objectives and the writing of them.

Step 2 Because you may later be called upon to teach CDU instructors about behavioral objec-
tives, become familiar with the procedures for brainstor'ming the development of behav-
ioral objectives as presented in the Appendix of this guide.

Step 3 Respond to any request for assistance from the CDU instructors. You may provide a copy
or the Manual for Writing Behavioral Objectives to the instructors and; or run the brain-
storming sessions.

,

Step 4 Assist in the Steering Committee review of CDUs owe they are written. {You may find
the material in Part II of the Appendix to be useful in reviewing the behavioral objective
part of CDUs.)

a

NOTE: You have helped write behavioral objectives for the CDUs chosen for initial
implementation in your new program. As.the program expands, your help probably'
willube requested again by other CDU instructors.

Step 5 If the CDU evaluation results indicate needed changes in the behavioral objectives, be
prepared to make recommendations about altering them or about adding objectives.

NOTE: Your role as behavioral objective specialist will be ongoing in gaining expertise about
behavioral bbjectives, in assisting CDU instructors, and in reviewing,CDUs after they

-are written and after they are implemented and evaluated.

2
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r APPENDIX

!ROCEDURES.FOR BEHAVIORAL" OBJECTIVE.

DEVELOPMENT THROUGH BRAINSTORMING

Part I

NOTE: This processeis appropfriate-foir the initial session of all of those who will be involved
in the writing of CDUs for any of the established goals.

Material:
111

A large chalkboard, large sheets of paper, and felt-tip markers will be
needed.

4
Activity: ,CDU instructors will learn a technique called brainstorming. Brainstorming

should'help them think of ideas for behavioral objectives derived from
goals. After each brainstorming session, the CDU instructors will discuss
ideas and then work individually to write a behavioral objective.

B.O. Specialist: The B.O. Specialist will make sure that procedures are followed, will lead
discussions, and will perform any other tasks that facilitate his/her and
the CDU instructors' understanding of writing behavioral objectives.

..
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Step r Read and understand the following information.

A. Brainstorming is a technique utd to help people think of-is giany ideas as possible
as quickly as-pr5ssible. A group of people "brainstorm" a question or a problem by,
offering as many different ways to answer or solve it as they can think of during a
short period of time. During a brainstorming session, each person should listen care-
fully to all ideas metnioned and give his/her ideas as soon as they come to mind.
Remember: a "wild idea" may eventually be a major contribution.

B. The following are ground rules for brainstorming.

1. Set a time limit (for example, four minutes) and have one member call time
when time is up.-

2. Produce ideas at a rapid pace.

3.. No discussion or evaluation of ideas is permittedintil after the brainstorming
session.

`, /
4. The emphasis is on quantity (lots of ideas), not quality (superibr ideas).

5. It is OK if the same idea is expressed more than once.

6. When someone else has an idea, see if you can think of another idea that is re-
dilated to it or expands it.

7. Write all ideas on a chalkboard.

Step 2 As a warm-up exercise, brainstorm "flow many things can you do with a desk?""foir, say,
two minutes (longer, if you li14). Example: A desk*vould be used .. . as a room divider

to eat on,. . . for firewood . to dance on .. as a wood sculpture.

Step 3 Prepare to use brainstorming to derive criterion and enabling behavioral objectives frOm
the following goal statement: "Students will understand the nontechnical aspect of ac-
quiring and keeping a job (e,g., job search techniques, interviewing skills, employer-
employee relations)."

v

4011, A. Write the goal statement on a. large sheet of paper.

B. Write four headlrigs on the paper below the goal statement: actors, behaviors, con-
ditions, and degree of success. Allow space beneath each heading for more writing.

Step 4 List the actors for whom behavioral objectives could be consaucted to achieve this goal.

NOTE: It should be remembered that the actors irk criterion objectives will be students, but
that the actors in enabling objectives can be faculty, staff, administrators, and/or

. parents, as well as students.

"4
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Step 5 Brainstorm behaviors for criterion objectives.

A. Use the goal written on the Chalkboard as a springboard 'to brainstorm the behaviors
or tasks that each student could perform to demonstrate achievement of this goal.
The following questions may stimulate your thought:

1. What types of knowledge, skills, or attitudes should students have to achieve
this goal? (For example, recall facts,Aow interest, accept responsibility, etc.)
Try to specify behaviors lit various levels of difficulty. Use the Appendix in
the manual for ideas.

2. What tasks could the actor perform to show he has these knowledges,'skills, and
attitudes? (For example, recall the names of careers in different career clusters,
rate a career cluster high on an interest inventory, etc.)

4
B. Record all suggestions mentioned during the brainstorming on the chalkboardunder

the behavior heading. 111e recorder should feel free to participate and contribute
his/her,own ideas. .

C. Call time after six mines.

Step 6 Discuss the behaviors you brainstormed in terms of their importance and their relationship
to the goal. Select the behaviors that a majority of the instructors believe students should ,
demonstrate to achieve the goal.

, You may wish to combine similar or related behaviors into one behavioral.portion.

B. Erase the behaviors that are voted down.

Step 7 Brainstorm conditions for criterion objectives. 4
A. Using the goal statement and the behaviors you have selected, brainstorm conditions

that are needed to clarify each behavior. These questions may stimulate your thoughts
about conditions.

1. What materials dr information should the students be give,n to accomplish each be-
havior? (A list of local employers? Current information about the job m et? etc.)

2. Where is .a good setting to evaluate the students' behaviors? (On a field trip?
During a free 'reading session$ After a film on carters? etc.)

B. Record all suggestions under the conditions heading.

C. Call time after six minutes.

Step 8 Discuss the conditions you:brainstormed. Match the behavior statements with one or more
condition &when appropriate. Since the condition is akoptional portion of a behavioral ob-
jective, it is not necessary for all behaviors to be matche\l with a condition.

- A. Draw matching lines to the conditions.

B. Erase the conditions that do not match.
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Step Brainstorm degree of success for criterion objectives.

A. Using the goal statement, matched behaviors, and conditions, brainstor gree of
success to measure each behavior. Use the following questions to stimulOyour
thoughts about degree of success:

1. How can the degree of success for the students' attainment of the, behavior be
measured? (Set a time limit? Specify the minimum number of correct responses?
Describe the behavior or task in detailed steps? Describe with adjectives how how
well each actor must perform? etc.)

2. What phrases can be used to specify'degrei oftsuccess? (Without error?
Correctly? Accurately? To the satisfaction of instructor and/or students? etc-.

B. Record aluggestions under the degree of success heading.

C. Call time after six minutes.

Step 10 Discuss the degree of sumo statements just-brainstormed. Match degree of success por-
tions with appropriate behAior and ccmditiThi portipns. One degree of success statement

-..\inay match more than one behavior.

Step 11

A. Draw lines between the behavior, condition (if included), andsdegree of success por-
tions that go together as decided by a majority of the task force members. .

B. Erase the degree of success statements that to not match any of the behaviors or
conditions.

Working individually, write criterion behavioral objectives. 11 :7

A. Divide the sets of behaviors, conditions, and degrees of success equally among those
present.

B. On scratch piper, construct a criterion behavioral objective using these three por-
tions with students as thVactors. The instructor may discover that he/she needs to
add more detail. ,If so, refer to the Manual for Writing Behavioral Objectives.

1. State your objective as clearly, as possible so that other people reading it will
. know exactly what you mean.

2. Reread the goal statement written across the top of the paper to 'make sure
your objective is derived from the original goal.

C. Critically read over your criterion behavioral objective. Make any necessary correc-
t tions or additions.

1
Step 12 Brainstorm enabling objectiveslor each criterion objective you have written by repeating

Steps4-through 10. Keep in mind that those steps were written for the derivation of
criterion objectives from goals and alter them where necessary to make them appropriate
for deriving-enabling objectives from criterion objectives. After completing Step 10, skip
Steps 11 and 12 and go on to Step 13.

6
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Step 11 Write enabling objectives.-,
, ' A. Divide equally the criterion objectives you wrote among the\CDU instructors.

., s -1% . .. 4

t 6
' 13. On scratch paper, each one should work alone to construct enabling objectives using

,the three portions and adding the appropriate actor. Instructors may discover that
'they need to add more detail. If so, the Manual for Writing Behavioral Objectives can
be used as a reference. - , IP

.
. .. /

I /
11; Eaciti one should s to the enabtin objectives as clearly as possible so that other

people readin VI know exact61,what is meant.
4

4 .- .
.2. Th enabling objectives should be reread to assure consistency with the criterion

objectives from which they were derived.

,
NOTE: It is not necessary to have enabling objectives'for all criterionsobjecttrs.

4

C. Criticallyietad the enabling objectives you have written Make any necessary coffee-
tions or additions.

Step 14 Divide the criterion objectives with their associated enabling objectives into two sets. Make
a copy of each set of criterion and enabling objectives. You will use Mike copies curing the
next meeting when Part II of these procedures should be used.

TPart II-

NOTE:

Grouping: The CDU instructors should divide into two teams.

Material: Each team will need one of two sets of behavioral objectiVes that were copied
in the last meeting.

Activity: Tearns will improve the behavioral objectives written during each brainstorm-
ing session; construct additional enabling and criterion objeCtives, if necessary;
and order the objective's for each goal.

B.O. Specialist: The behavioral objective specialist will mftke surethat pr cedures are followed,
will lead discussions, and will Perfform any other tas1 t at would facilitate
his /her-and the task fgrce members' understandiri le

VStep 1 Divide into two teams Each team should receive a copy of a set of the behavioral objec-
tives that was made in the last meeting.

,14--
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Step 2 Working in teams, clarify-and improve the behavioral objectives written during the'brain-
storming sessions during which you have derived criterion and enabling objectives.

A. Critique each criterion and enabling behavioral objective for each goal in terms of
the following guidelines.

Step 3

objettive complete?'

a. Does it have appropriate actors?

b. Does it *crib; a behavior that c'n be seen'or heard?

c. 'Does it specifyconditions, if appropriate?

d. Does it describe the degree of success each actor should achieve? .

2. Does the objective fit.the'goal.ot criterion objective?

3. Is the meaning brthe objective clear to you?

A. Does the objective reflect a kndwledge, skill, or ittitude that is important for
tuderits in this school or adults to acqUire?

5. Is the objective practical? Can it be achieved?
.*7

B. 'Rewrite or eliminate objectives that do not .meet the ahEve guidelines. You may
wmit to refer to the Manual for Writing Behavioral Objectives when rewriting.the
objtctives.

Study the goal and set of criterion and enabling objectives,as a whole unit.

A. Ask: Is there a-sufficient number of criterion,behavioral6objectives to define the
goal? Are there superflubus or repetitive behaviorar objectives?

..
B., If necessary, eliminate or wtite more enabling or criterion objectives for the goal,

following guideline_ s in the Manual for Writing Behavioral Objectives.

81
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